
FICHE PRODUIT · EFLEX1
Surface-mount door loop diameter 13 mm stainless steel spring 40 cm

Détails techniques

Inside diameter 13 mm

Length 40 cm

Color Stainless steel

Outside diameter 16,20 mm

Pour visualiser la fiche produit sur notre site internet, cliquez-ici

More than a door loop ... EFLEX® created by SEWOSY.

A touch of excellence for a premium product, which has many advantages in addition to its original function : current
transmission.

Thanks to its unique design and robustness, it combines the elegance and refinement of the original diamond
texture of its end caps with the reliability of its stainless steel spring.

SEWOSY has designed a product for you that is so user-friendly, it is ready to be installed! Included in the package
you'll find a template with several spacing configurations for easy surface mounting.

Screw shanks guide the drilling of the fixing holes and the tightening of the screws, ensuring also the cable
protection inside the caps.

The 400 mm long stainless steel spring with a large 13 mm inner diameter allows for comfortable cable passage.
EFLEX®, as in Easy Flexible!

EFLEX1 is also a device designed to provide a high protection level. Supplied fully preassembled, the spring is firmly
held in the square caps by an anti-grab system. The 4 Torx screws provided for each end cap complete the strength
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of the equipment.

We have thought of everything, including the continuity of your installation. Go higher and further: 2 pre-drilled lids
on the top and side of the end caps provide entrances for the sleek and discreet EFLEX-G1 cable duct. With the
additional connection accessories: the EFLEX-M1 covering sleeve and the EFLEX-L1 angle bracket, as well as the
EFLEX-C1 finishing cap, which are just as aesthetic, safe and easy to install, you can ensure a high quality finish!

Another important feature is that we are committed to minimising the impact of our packaging on the environment.
The EFLEX1 is packaged in cardboard, the bag containing the screws is made of kraft paper and the instructions
have been reduced to a single sheet, as the assembly template is printed directly on the cardboard.

Articles complémentaires

EFLEX-C1
Finish end cap for EFLEX range

EFLEX-G1
Aluminium cable duct 1 meter + cover end cap for EFLEX range

EFLEX-L1
L bracket for EFLEX range

EFLEX-M1
Covering sleeve for EFLEX range
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